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Doctor 99

Doctor 99 is a Active Player Character played by socks.

Doctor 99
[img]https://i.imgur.com/avuNzQV.png[/img]

Species & Gender: Male android
Organization: Willing to join an evil group
Occupation: Willing to join an evil group

Rank: Willing to join an evil group
Current Placement: Willing to join an evil group

Physical Description

7'0ft and 300lb

Personality

A very serious android that was programmed to do deep research on all of the races in the galaxy. He is
an android that will make it his mission to make sure that his project becomes a success. Other than
being serious, he also is programmed to lie, be deceptive, and also self destruct if his plans don't go his
way.

History

Doctor 99 was born 10日 4月 25 in a. Born on an unknown small snow planet. Filled with nothing but
caves and wasteland with the wildlife being nothing but wolf looking and bear looking creatures similar to
Earth but much bigger in size and shape, mutated looking. He was born by a renegade scientist/doctor
that abandoned the Star Army in order to conduct his own research. When he was founded, he died out
during a shoot out and releasing his creation afterwards. 99 was able to get rid of the Star army soldiers
that were there and continuing the Doctors research. He currently is roaming outer space just wanting to
see where he could truly belong in so that he could start his research.

Skills Learned

+Maintenance and Repair - He is programmed to repair anything that is broken +Technology Operation -
He is programmed to be able to hack or bypass a systems security features. +Fighting - He is
programmed to fight, whether that is using a weapon that has range like a pistol or a sword for close
quarters.
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Social Connections

Doctor 99 is connected to:

N/A

Inventory & Finance

Doctor 99 has the following:

+Laser Pistol +Various tools needed to repair computers and break into them

Doctor 99 currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by 99 on 04, 17 2023 at 21:47 using the Character Template Form.

In the case @@Character Owner@@ becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Doctor 99
Character Owner socks
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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